2013 NHB Set C
Extra Question Sheet 1

This is a tossup provided for breaking ties or replacing a flubbed or erroneous question at any point in the
packet. The power marks are provided so that it may be scored according to fourth quarter rules if it is
replacing a fourth quarter question. The power marks should be ignored if this tossup is used to replace a
first or second quarter question.
1. A group of high school students in this country were kidnapped for advocating subsidized bus
fares in the Night of the Pencils. A dictatorship here carried out killings by pushing people into the
ocean from (+) airplanes. The National Reorganization Process fought the Dirty War against
left-wing elements in this country. It Justicialist Party was supported by the (*) Descamisados. For 10
points, name this country once led by Juan Peron.
ANSWER: Republic of Argentina [or Argentine Republic; or Republica Argentina]
230-13-87-15101

2. Alexander VI annulled the marriage of one holder of this position so that Cesare Borgia could
become Duke of Romagna. Ludovico il Moro requested assistance against (+) Naples from another
holder of this position, whose invasion was hailed as a divine sign by Girolamo (*) Savonarola. For 10
points, name this office held by several invaders of Italy, including Charles VIII, Louis XII, and Francis I.
ANSWER: King of France
080-13-87-15102

3. This event began when Black Coyote refused to be disarmed, prompting the cavalry under Colonel
(+) Forsyth to open fire. High tensions prior to this event were caused by the millenarianism of Jack
Wilson, the prophet of the (*) Ghost Dance movement. For 10 points, name this 1890 massacre of Lakota
by the namesake South Dakota creek that is considered to be the last battle of the Indian Wars.
ANSWER: Wounded Knee Massacre
153-13-87-15103

4. This event began with a massacre of the Occaneechi (AH-cuh-NEE-chee), and it included the
release of a "Declaration of the People." It was ended by the Treaty of Middle Plantation and the
recall of William (+) Berkeley as colonial governor. Jamestown was set on fire during this event,
whose instigator died of (*) dysentery before its completion. For 10 points, name this 1676 colonial
uprising led by discontented Virginia farmers.
ANSWER: Bacon's Rebellion
192-13-87-15104

5. A Byzantine anti-Arian theologian of this name hailed from Nazianzus. A Pope with this name
wrote the Pastoral Care to guide priests and punned on the words "Angles" and "Angels" before
sending (+) Augustine to convert Britain. Another Pope with this name introduced the modern
standard for calculating (*) leap years. For 10 points, give this name of Popes who devised a medieval
monastic chant and who reformed the Julian calendar.
ANSWER: Gregory
080-13-87-15105
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6. Peter Fraser led this country for most of World War II. This country is currently led by a man
who apologized for illegally spying on Kim Dotcom and is the leader of the (+) National Party. John
Key ousted the first female prime minister of this country, Helen (*) Clark, in 2008. For 10 points,
name this country where inclusion of the Maori population has been a longstanding issue for the
government, which is based on its North Island.
ANSWER: New Zealand
153-13-87-15106
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